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Abstract. We propose a quantitative model of ion temperature gradient driven

turbulence in toroidal magnetized plasmas. In this model, the turbulence is regulated

by zonal flows, i.e. mode saturation occurs by a zonal-flow-mediated energy cascade

(“shearing”), and zonal flow amplitude is controlled by nonlinear decay. Our model is

tested in detail against numerical simulations to confirm that both its assumptions and

predictions are satisfied. Key results include (1) a sensitivity of the nonlinear zonal

flow response to the energy content of the linear instability, (2) a persistence of zonal-

flow-regulated saturation at high temperature gradients, (3) a physical explanation of

the nonlinear saturation process in terms of secondary and tertiary instabilities, and

(4) dependence of heat flux in terms of dimensionless parameters.
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1. Introduction

Ion temperature gradient (ITG) driven turbulence is typically one of the largest causes

of thermal losses in magnetized fusion plasmas. It is also an intensely studied type of

plasma turbulence, for which a quantitative physical understanding is within grasp.

Decades of contentious research seem to converge on a single fact: the interaction

between plasma waves and spontaneously generated zonal flows (ZF) is the key problem

to understanding the turbulence. This has been called the “drift wave-zonal flow”

problem [1]. To clarify the key nonlinear physics, a comparison is often drawn

between ITG and electron temperature gradient (ETG) turbulence, which are linearly

isomorphic: whereas ETG turbulence displays anisotropic streamers [2], aligned radially

with the temperature gradient, the ITG turbulence spectrum is characteristically

smeared out among radial Fourier modes, resulting in a much more isotropic energy

spectrum (and lower relative transport) – the reason for this difference is ZFs.

It can be argued that the difference between ITG and ETG turbulence is even more

fundamental: while an ETG mode is thought to saturate by energy transfer directly

into secondary modes [2], the energetic cost imposed on an ITG mode in the generation

and sustainment of ZFs is small, and the real impact of the ZF is in its conservative

“shearing” of the ITG mode; see [3]. The term “regulator” is thus applied to ZFs,

evoking the analogy of a special device (e.g. a valve) that limits the operation of a

machine.

Significant progress has been made recently in the understanding of ITG turbulence.

A cascade model was proposed by [4] that eschews details of ITG mode saturation and

ZF physics in favor of a simple set of scaling conjectures. Although excellent agreement

with numerical simulations was found, the theoretical explanation seems incongruous

with both previous [5] and subsequent [6] work, both of which support the paradigm

of ZF regulation. In particular, it was demonstrated [6] that nonlinear energy transfer

between ITG modes in the saturated steady state is dominated by wavenumber triads

that are zonal-flow mediated (see Figure 11(b) of [6]); in other words, the energy transfer

between ITG modes is accounted for mostly by ZF shearing. Adding further detail to

the picture of ZF regulation, it was subsequently discovered [3] that the amplitude of

ZFs in the turbulent state is controlled by energetic properties of the linear eigenmodes

that drive the turbulence. In particular, it was shown that the generation of ZFs by

the inverse cascade of electrostatic energy (i.e. its flow to large scales via nonlinear

interaction) can be weakened or even reversed if the unstable modes possess sufficiently

large free energy, a condition that is approached, e.g., at large temperature gradients

(see Sec. 5).

Despite the existence of a large body of research, the challenge remains to

understand in a detailed and quantitative manner the processes by which the ITG

turbulent state forms. The present work addresses this challenge, focussing on the

strongly nonlinear regime, well above marginal stability, where ZFs saturate by nonlinear

decay (rather than by collisions or other linear damping mechanisms). We propose a
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phenomenological cascade model, based on the conservative nonlinear transfer of energy

to small scales, where it is ultimately dissipated. The model is developed and tested

as follows. By performing electrostatic gyrokinetic simulations (employing the GENE

code) with parameters similar to the Cyclone Base Case (CBC), we demonstrate (1)

that the rate of energy injection in ITG turbulence is determined by the linear growth

rate and (2) a properly defined ZF shearing rate balances with this rate at energy-

containing scales. We thus argue that saturation occurs by the nonlinear generation of

ZFs and concurrent shearing of ITG modes. The key new ingredient in this picture is

that the ITG mode intensity needed to produce sufficiently strong ZFs is sensitive to

the energy content of the ITG modes; we explain this physically using secondary and

tertiary instability theory. We propose a quantitative model that incorporates these

ingredients and show that it agrees with the observed heat flux in the strongly-driven

limit.

2. Equations and definitions

We solve the electrostatic gyrokinetic equation for ions, which can be written (ignoring

collisions) as

∂ĥ

∂t
+v‖

∂ĥ

∂z
+iω̃dĥ =

∑
k′

ε(k⊥,k
′
⊥)J0φ̂(k′⊥)ĥ(k⊥−k′⊥)+(

∂

∂t
+iω̃∗)

qφ̂

T0
J0fM ,(1)

where the coupling coefficient is ε(k⊥,k
′
⊥) = B−1(b̂×k′⊥)·k⊥, with B = b̂B = ∇ψ×∇α,

where ψ is the flux surface label, and α is the field line label. The ion gyrocenter

distribution is ĥ(k⊥, z, ε, µ, t), with z denoting the coordinate along the magnetic field

line, k⊥ = kψ∇ψ + kα∇α the wavenumber perpendicular to the magnetic field, an

µ and ε the magnetic moment and energy respectively. The frequencies are defined

ω̃d = k⊥ · b̂ × [(v2⊥/2)∇B + v2‖b̂ · ∇b̂]/Ωc, and ω̃∗ = ω∗[1 + η(v2/vT
2 − 3/2)], with

η = d lnT0/d lnn0, ω∗ = (T0kα/q)d lnn0/dψ, v‖ = b̂ ·v, v⊥ = |b̂×v|, J0 = J0(k⊥v⊥/Ωc)

and Ωc = qB/m, and q = Ze the ion charge in terms of the absolute electron

charge e. The equilibrium ion distribution function is fM = n0/(vT
3π)3/2 exp(−v2/vT2),

vT =
√

2T0/m, where n0 and T0 are the bulk ion density and temperature. For the

electron species we assume a modified Boltzmann response, so the quasi-neutrality

constraint determining φ =
∑

k⊥
φ̂ exp(ik⊥ · r) is

n0
q(φ+ τ φ̃)

T0
=

∫
d3v

∑
k⊥

ĥJ0 exp(ik⊥ · r), (2)

where τ = T0/(ZTe0), and Te0 is the electron temperature. The non-zonal part of the

potential φ̃ is defined

φ̃ = φ− φ, (3)

and the zonal part φ is defined by the usual flux surface average
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φ =

∫ 2π

0
dα
∫
dzφ/B

2π
∫
dz/B

=
∑
kψ

exp(ikψψ)

∫
dzφ̂(kψ, kα = 0, z)/B∫

dz/B

=
∑
kψ

exp(ikψψ)
〈
φ̂(kψ, kα = 0, z)

〉
‖

(4)

In the final line we have introduced the field line average 〈.〉‖. We will refer to φ and

φ̃ respectively as the zonal and non-zonal parts of φ. In our theoretical arguments,

we invoke the strongly ballooning limit (see Appendix A), whereby the dynamics are

nearly two-dimensional (i.e. do not vary significantly along B). In this case we may

use the local approximation ω̃d ≈ ωd[v
2
‖/vT

2 + v2⊥/(2vT
2)], and the local notation

ω∗ = kyρvT/(
√

2Ln), where ωd = kyρ
√

2vT/R, L−1n = d lnn0/dx, L−1T = d lnT0/dx,

η = Ln/LT , ky = kαB|z=0(dx/dψ)/
√
π, ρ = vT/(

√
2Ω|z=0), and R is the radius of

curvature for the magnetic field. Note that henceforth we will find it convenient to use

(kx, ky) in place of (kα, kψ) to conceal the presence of magnetic geometry and generally

simplify the presentation.

Numerical simulations are done with flux tube domains, which are three-

dimensional (non-uniform in z). These simulations are characterized by dimensionless

parameters κ = R/LT , τ , η, and L‖/R, where we have introduced a single scale L‖ ‡
to stand as the characteristic length scale associated with the variation of equilibrium

quantities in the direction of the mean magnetic field. Transport fluxes can depend on

these dimensionless parameters but must obey gyro-Bohm scaling [7].

To define a turbulent cascade, we require an energy quantity, which, following

convention, we take to be the free energy

W =

∫
d3r

V

[∫
d3v

T0h
2

2fM
− q2n0(φ

2 + τ φ̃2)

2T0

]
, (5)

where V is the system volume. This quantity is conserved by all terms in the collisionless

gyrokinetic equation (1) except the source term proportional to ω̃∗.

3. Turbulence phenomenology

In order to describe ITG turbulence in terms of an energy cascade, we will need to use a

“phenomenological” description, by which we mean a shorthand notation for describing

the cascade process, i.e. the injection and nonlinear turnover of energy, etc. Although it

may be useful to use a loosely-defined phenomenology to develop initial understanding, it

‡ For a generic equilibrium magnetic field, arbitrarily many quantities may be introduced to

parameterize its spatial variation; however, by limiting ourselves to the CBC model geometry, it is

sufficient to use the single parameter L‖ = πqR, where q is the safety factor.
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is clearly preferable to use precisely defined quantities, as we will do here. This sharpens

the understanding and makes the theory more directly testable. For fluid turbulence, it

was suggested in Chapter 6 of [8] that the velocity field at scale `, denoted v`, should be

defined as the root-mean-square-value of the field filtered around the wavenumber `−1.

That is, writing v =
∑

k v̂ exp(ik · r), and denoting the ensemble average (informally a

time average) as 〈.〉, we can relate v` to the RMS Fourier component as follows:

v` ∼

√√√√√〈
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k ∼ 1/`

v̂ exp(ik · r)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2〉

=

√ ∑
k ∼ 1/`

〈
|v̂|2
〉

∼
(

1

∆k

)D/2√√√√ ∫
k ∼ 1/`

dkkD−1
〈
|v̂|2
〉

∼
[
(k/∆k)D/2 v̂RMS

]
k=1/`

(6)

where v̂RMS ≡
√〈
|v̂|2
〉
, D is the dimension of the space in which the cascade occurs,

and k ∼ `−1 means `−1 ≤ |k| < 2`−1. Going between the first and second line we

have assumed the turbulence is statistically homogeneous in space (Wiener–Khinchin

theorem). Note that the first line can be considered as a definition of v`, but since this is

a phenomenological quantity, it is only defined up to an overall multiplicative constant of

order unity. Thus the factor of 2 in the range of k is somewhat arbitrary. In deriving the

final line we have assumed that the spectrum is such (e.g. a power law) that the effect

of integrating over k simply introduces a factor of k. The final line demonstrates that

the number of modes that participate in local energy cascade is effectively (k/∆k)D/2.

For present purposes, the electrostatic potential φ =
∑

k φ̂ exp(ik·r) is the turbulent

field, and we will need to divide it into zonal and non-zonal contributions, i.e. φ = φ̃+φ

where recall φ is the flux-surface average of φ. ITG turbulence is not isotropic, but, if

one excludes the zonal component, it does have a uniform distribution in kx for kx . ky.

Thus we define φ̃`, the non-zonal electrostatic potential at scale `, as

φ̃` ≡

[
ky√

∆kx∆ky
φ̂RMS(kx, ky)

]
ky=1/`, kx≤ky

, (7)

where we have averaged over z, and excluded the zonal component, i.e.

φ̂RMS(kx, ky) =

√√√√〈〈∣∣∣∣φ̂(kx, ky, z)− δky
〈
φ̂(kx, ky, z)

〉
‖

∣∣∣∣2
〉
‖

〉
, (8)
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where δky is the discrete delta function. Next, we define the zonal potential at scale ` as

φ` ≡

[(
kx

∆kx

)1/2

φ̂z
RMS(kx)

]
kx=1/`

, (9)

where

φ̂z
RMS(kx) =

√√√√〈∣∣∣∣〈φ̂(kx, 0, z)
〉
‖

∣∣∣∣2
〉
. (10)

Note that the dimensional factor (kx/∆kx)
1/2 reflects the fact that shearing by ZFs is a

one-dimensional process, i.e. the flow of energy is only in the kx direction.

If we now assume that the energy of turbulence peaks at a characteristic scale `o,

then the total energy density obtained by integrating the spectrum can be expressed

in terms of the fields at that scale. That is, following Equation (6), we can write

E = V −1
∫
dr|v|2/2 ∼ v2`o , where V denotes the system volume. In a similar manner,

the heat flux is expressed phenomenologically as

Q =
∑
k

n0ky
B

Im
〈
φ̂∗δ̂T

〉
∼ n0φ`oδT`o

B`o
(11)

To obtain the final expression, we have assumed either that (a) the phase of φ̂ and δ̂T

are uncorrelated, or (b) that φ̂ and δ̂T are not systematically in-phase to the degree

that a significant cancellation occurs.

4. Energy injection and nonlinear transfer

Our model assumes that the turbulence has two key properties: (P1) the nonlinear

turnover rate is determined by a local (in wavenumber space) ZF-mediated transfer

of free energy and (P2) the injection of energy is largely determined by the linear

instability.§ As we develop the model below, these assumptions will be made more

precise, and their validity will be tested using numerical simulations; see Figure 1.

Because large scales dominate the transport spectrum of ITG turbulence, let us

consider the long-wavelength fluid limit of gyrokinetics, k⊥
2ρ2 � 1. At these scales,

nonlinear phase-mixing [12] and other finite-Larmor-radius (FLR) effects are weak, and

the density moment of the gyrokinetic equation (1) yields (see [3], Eqn. D.6)

∂φ̃

∂t
+

1

B
(b̂×∇φ) ·∇φ̃ = S. (12)

Here we recall that φ̃ is the non-zonal part of φ (see Equation (3)), and S represents

linear source terms; the equation for the evolution of the zonal part φ is not shown

here. The form of Equation (12) reflects the nonlocal response of the electrons, which

§ It has been noted by several authors that gyrokinetic turbulence remains “nearly linear,” as reflected

by signatures of the linear eigenmodes in the fully saturated state of nonlinear simulations [9, 10, 11].
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travel rapidly along the magnetic field. It is well-known that this modification to the

traditional Boltzmann electron response causes strong ZF generation. As Equation

(12) reveals, another consequence of the electron response is that, for k⊥
2ρ2 � 1, the

nonlinear evolution of the non-zonal potential is due entirely to conservative “shearing”

by ZFs. Note however that the linear coupling (S) to moments other than density

(e.g. parallel ion flow and perpendicular ion temperature fluctuations) underlies the

mechanism of linear instability, and so one cannot know a priori whether the nonlinear

interactions involving the non-zonal component of such moments might lead to mode

saturation instead of the ZF shearing mechanism. Evidence from the literature helps rule

out the possibility that these so-called “drift-wave/drift-wave” (DW/DW) interactions

might be important: First, when ITG or ETG modes saturate without ZFs, the

process generates fine structure parallel to the magnetic field, and a strongly anisotropic

turbulence spectrum perpendicular to the magnetic field, as a consequence of the Cowley

secondary instability [2, 13]. This, however, is not typical in ITG turbulence with

CBC-like parameters, on which we focus here; an exception is found at low τ as

discussed later. Second, and on a more empirical note, these DW/DW interactions have

been investigated in numerical simulations and found not to contribute significantly to

nonlinear transfer [5, 6], as previously discussed.

In short, we argue that Equation (12) captures the dominant nonlinear energy

transfer mechanism. This mechanism can be thought of as a one-dimensional cascades

in kx-space, i.e. energy is transported in kx-space under the action of zonal shearing,

but not transferred significantly in ky-space (P1).

Let us describe this process phenomenologically. We first assume locality, i.e. that

the nonlinear interactions tend to involve wavenumbers of a similar magnitude. Locality

in gyrokinetic turbulence is well-established [14, 15, 16]. The turbulence can then be

described in terms of the quantities φ̃` and φ`, as discussed in Section 3, bearing in

mind their relationship to the RMS potential |φ̂(kx, ky, z)|RMS, henceforth abbreviated

as simply φ̂.

Now we let us proceed to defining the nonlinear turnover rate ωNL. Equation (12)

describes a one-dimensional shearing process. We model this as an energy cascade,

where the nonlinear turnover (at the rate ωNL) is due to the zonal E×B velocity acting

on non-zonal fluctuations. Using Equation (9) we can obtain the nonlinear turnover

rate at perpendicular wavenumber (kx, ky), i.e.

∂

∂t

∣∣∣∣
NL

φ̂(kx, ky) ∼ ωNLφ̂(kx, ky) (13)

where

ωNL ∼
kzxky
B

√
kzx

∆kx
φ̂z(kzx), (14)

where φ̂z is defined in Equation (10), ∆kx is the wavenumber spacing, kzx is the

wavenumber of the ZF, and (kx, ky) correspond to the non-zonal mode that is being

sheared. The meaning of Equation (14) is that the energy in mode (kx, ky) turns over at
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Figure 1. Comparison of linear and nonlinear rates associated with energy flows.

The simulations are grouped, i.e. 7(a)-12(a), 13(b)-18(b), and 19(c)-20(c), to signify a

doubling of the x-y domain size from one group to the next; this increase is required

due to the decrease of koy with increasing κ [4].

the rate ωNL due to shearing by ZFs having wavenumbers around kzx. However, since the

most unstable ITG modes satisfy kx . ky, the further assumption of locality (kzx ∼ ky)

is sufficient to express the required nonlinear turnover rate of such modes in terms of

the single wavenumber k ∼ kzx ∼ kx ∼ ky:

ωNL ∼
k5/2

B
√

∆kx
φ̂z(k). (15)

To compare with this rate, we define the linear growth at wavenumber k as

γL(k) ≡ γL(ky = k, kx = 0). (16)

Let us test how well the assumptions of the above model are satisfied by numerical

simulations of the turbulence; Figure 1 summarizes our findings. For these plots the

wavenumber is normalized to the peak of the heat transport spectrum (approximately

the same as the peak of the free energy spectrum), denoted koy or alternatively `o ≡ 1/koy.

Note that if the nonlinear turnover of the turbulence increases sufficiently fast in ky, then

the wavenumber koy will be set by the low-ky cutoff [17] of the (dominant) instability,

rather than its peak; indeed koy is sometimes determined this way in quasilinear transport

estimates [18]. The bottom panel of Figure 1 compares the maximum linear growth rate

for ITG modes (i.e. for k⊥ = (0, k)) with the nonlinear turnover rate ωNL(k). The top
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panel compares the same growth rate with the rate of injection of free energy in the

fully developed turbulence, ωG. This quantity is formally defined by splitting the energy

budget equation into linear and nonlinear contributions at each ky (see [19] for details):

dW (ky)/dt = (dW (ky)/dt)L + (dW (ky)/dt)NL, where W (ky) =
∑

kx,kz
W (kx, ky, kz),

and subscripts ‘L’ and ‘NL’ denote contributions from linear and nonlinear terms

respectively. Then ωG is

ωG(ky) ≡
1

W (ky)

(
dW (ky)

dt

)
L

. (17)

The frequency ωG is the correct quantity to compare with the nonlinear frequency ωNL

since nonlinear turnover refers explicitly to the transfer of energy in k-space. Our

propositions (P1) and (P2) can now be succinctly stated as

ωNL ∼ γL ∼ ωG, (18)

with values given by Equation (15), Equation (16) and Equation (17). However, these

are not equalities, so their validity is tested not by how close the frequency ratios

are to unity, but by whether or not they systematically change with the variation of

parameters. Figure 1 demonstrates that the balance ωNL ∼ γL is satisfied uniformly

well over a significant range of κ. However, there is a significant variation in k; this may

reflect a different cascade process at small scales, as we will discuss later. The balance

ωG ∼ γL, is also satisfied uniformly well over κ.‖

5. Saturation of the turbulence

Having validated the assumptions of our model, let us now complete our description of

the saturation process. Using Equation (15) and Equation (16), the balance γ ∼ ωNL

implies a saturation rule for the zonal potential:

φ̂z(k) ∼ γL(k)
B

k2

√
∆kx
k
, (19)

where φ̂z(k) was defined in Equation (10). Note that this saturation rule differs from

that of [5] in the mode-counting factor (kx/∆kx)
1/2, and differs from that of [20] in that

it does not assume timescale separation.

Equipped with Equation (19), we must now determine the relative amplitude of non-

zonal fluctuations to complete the description of the saturated state. One might naively

guess that the nonlinear rate associated with DW energy turnover, ωNL ∼ `−2φ`/B,

should balance with the nonlinear rate of the zonal potential, ωNL ∼ `−2φ̃2
`/(φ`B) (this

follows from the vorticity equation for φ, i.e. the zonal part of Eqn. (D.18) of [3]), which

would lead to the relative saturation amplitude φ̃` ∼ φ`. This turns out to be incorrect:

‖ In fact, in the purely linear system ωG = 2γL would be satisfied exactly (after a transient period)

because the growth in energy would be due to the most unstable modes at each k. Thus, the small

value of the ratio ωG/γL at high k signals nonlinear behavior, and may be due the nonlinear excitation

of the damped spectrum of modes [11].
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it is missing a constant of proportionality, i.e. we should instead write φ̃` ∼ αφ`, or in

k-space (see Equation (7) and Equation (9)) we have

φ̂(0, k) ∼ αφ̂z(k)
√

∆ky/k. (20)

Equation (19) and Equation (20) raise a subtle conceptual issue: A zonal Fourier

component only scales with the system size in the x dimension, ∆kx. This is in contrast

to a Fourier component in isotropic turbulence, which must scale with the full system

volume, i.e. also with ∆ky and ∆k‖, because the number of modes per unit volume in

k-space increases with ∆k and so each individual Fourier mode becomes less important.

Consequently, for isotropic turbulence, in the limit that any one of the dimensions of

the system is large, any collection of Fourier components lying on a surface in k-space

must occupy a vanishing fraction of the k-space volume and could be neglected without

influencing the system dynamics. ZFs, however, occupy a single line in k-space, and

therefore if ZFs are to act as the regulator of the turbulence they must always be

important and cannot diminish with increasing ∆ky or ∆k‖. For this reason, one should

not directly compare zonal and non-zonal Fourier modes as their relative amplitudes

depends on system size, as specified in Equation (20).

Returning to the meaning of Equation (20), the factor α quantifies a certain “non-

universality”: in addition the scale (1/k) and rate (γL), it turns out that the saturation

process also depends on an additional energetic property of the ITG mode itself, which

causes the nonlinear response of the ZFs to weaken as κ increases.¶
This effect was described by [3] as a cascade reversal, controlled by an energy ratio

parameter W/E, where for our purposes E ≈ τEφ where Eφ = n0

∑
k⊥
q2|φ̂|2/(2T0).

To obtain a quantitative estimate for α, we will take a slightly different approach

via the primary/secondary/tertiary instability framework conceived by [13, 21]. This

approach allows one to probe the nonlinear physics by linearizing the dynamics about

a nonlinearly-motivated initial condition. The secondary instability is calculated by

linearizing the gyrokinetic equation about a large-amplitude “primary” ITG mode, and

the tertiary mode is calculated by doing the same about a large-amplitude zonal mode.

We argue that the relative amplitude of zonal and non-zonal fluctuations is set by

balancing secondary and tertiary growth rates, i.e. γs and γt. The ratio of zonal and

non-zonal amplitudes is set according to this balance, because if it deviates significantly,

then one instability will overwhelm the other and guide the system back into a state of

balance.

Although the secondary instability is usually expressed in terms of an isolated

Fourier amplitude, we use the quantity φ̃` to reflect the turbulent state. Thus, we take

γs ∼ kpyρk
s
xvT

[
qφ̃`
T0

]
`=1/ksx

, (21)

¶ Note that as κ increases, the ZFs weaken while the turbulence simultaneously goes to larger scales,

causing the nonlinear terms due to the FLR (neglected in deriving Equation (12)) to also weaken.

Thus, zonal shearing can remain the dominant nonlinear transfer mechanism.
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where ksx is the wavenumber of the secondary mode and kpy is the wavenumber of the

primary mode; see Appendix D.5 of [3]. Defining δT⊥ = n−10

∫
d3v mv2⊥(h − qφ/T ) we

take

γt ∼ ktyρτ
−1/2vT(ksx)

2ρ

[
(qφ`δT⊥`)

1/2

T0

]
`=1/ksx

, (22)

where kty is the wavenumber of the tertiary [21].+ Now balancing these expressions for

γs ∼ γt, and using ksxρ ∼ kpyρ ∼ kρ (i.e. locality), and Equation (20), we find

α ∼

√
ktyρδT⊥

qφτ
. (23)

This expression depends on an unknown, the wavenumber kty of the tertiary. It was

found by [21] that kty ∼
√
ksx/ρ gives a maximal growth rate. However, there is a

large range of scales accessible to the tertiary mode and the mode of peak growth rate

is not necessarily the most important, so it is not clear how kty should be chosen.∗
Furthermore, the fully gyrokinetic calculation made by [3] demonstrated that γt and kty
both depend on the ratio of zonal temperature to zonal density. We assume, then, that

the quantity ktyρ can be expressed as a power of δT⊥/qφ, and find ktyρ ∼ δT⊥/qφ agrees

with simulation results (see Figure 2). Thus we obtain

α ∼ 1√
τ

δT⊥

qφ
. (24)

6. Strongly driven limit

Now we can consider the strongly driven (large κ) limit, for which we can evaluate

several quantities according to linear theory:

γL =
√
ωT
∗ωd/τ ∼ kyρ

√
κ/τ(vT/R), (25)

δ̃T /qφ̃ ∼ δ̃T⊥/qφ̃ ∼
√
κτ, (26)

koy ∼ ρ−1κ−1/2R/L‖. (27)

The estimates 25 and 26 are determined by the strongly ballooning toroidal ITG

mode (see i.e. [22] and Appendix A). The expression 27 can be obtained by balancing

the sound wave transit rate with the growth rate 25, i.e. cs/L‖ = vTτ
−1/2/L‖ ∼ γL(koy);

+ Note that our calculation neglects the effects that stabilize the tertiary at low-κ (such as finite k‖),

so its validity is limited to values of κ significantly larger than the nonlinear critical gradient. However

it seems generalizable to the weakly supercritical regime if more complete tertiary mode physics is

included.
∗ Consider also that the nonlinear transfer of electrostatic energy shown in Figure 2(b) of [19] is

nonlocal and involves a broad range of scales. This hints that the nonlinear zonal decay process may

involve a range of scales.
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Figure 2. Nonlinear response of ZFs. Here R =

∆ky
−1〈
∑

kx
|φ̂(kx, k

o
y)|2〉/〈

∑
kx
|φ̂z(kx)|2〉, where 〈.〉 is an average over time. Also

plotted is S = 〈
∑

kx
|T̂ z(kx)|2〉/〈q2

∑
kx
|φ̂z(kx)|2〉, where T̂ z is defined analogously to

Equation (10).

note that this balance is similar to what [4] call “critical balance,” and both yield the

proportionality koy ∝ R/L‖, though they disagree on the scaling in κ. The wavenumber

koy corresponds to the transition from the toroidal branch to the subdominant slab

branch, which is clearly observed in linear simulations. Naively, one might expect the

linear estimate for δT/qφ, i.e. Equation (26), to be satisfied for the zonal component.

However, although the κ-dependence is satisfied, the τ -dependence is not, at least for

the range of parameters that we have investigated; instead we observe δT⊥/qφ ∼
√
κ,

which using Equation (24) yields

α ∼
√
κ/τ. (28)

The scalings above are supported by Figure 2. For the plotted quantity R =

∆ky
−1〈
∑

kx
|φ̂(kx, k

o
y)|2〉/〈

∑
kx
|φ̂z(kx)|2〉, we expect from Equation (20), Equation (27),

and Equation (28) that R ∝ α2/koy ∝ κ3/2. For S = 〈
∑

kx
|T̂ z(kx)|2〉/〈q2

∑
kx
|φ̂z(kx)|2〉,

Equation (26) implies S ∝ κ.

Now, using Equations 19, 20, 25, 26, 27, and 28, the heat flux may be calculated

as Q ∼ n0φ̃`o δ̃T `o/(B`
o) (see Section 3), yielding

Q ∼ n0T0vTρ
2τ−3/2

(
L‖
L3
T

)
, (29)
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Figure 3. Scaling of heat flux with dimensionless parameters. Dashed lines correspond

to theoretical predictions for the strongly driven limit. Note that the top horizontal

axis is used for κ (green data points) and the bottom horizontal axis is used for τ (blue

and red data points).

which differs from [4] in its τ dependence; this difference is significant because it reflects

completely different saturation physics than that assumed by [4]. Our simulations

obey the scaling in Equation (29), as shown in Figure 3. Note that although nothing

fundamental prohibits applying this to τ > 1, the ITG mode becomes stabilized for the

values of κ that we used. Note also that deviation from the theoretical line is expected

at sufficiently low-τ because, given fixed koy, the weakening of the ZFs must ultimately

cause nonlinear interactions among the ITG modes (DWs) to become important. Indeed,

although all our other simulations show the signature of dominant zonal shearing, i.e. a

flat energy distribution for kx ≤ ky, the spectrum of the low-τ outliers exhibit peaking

at low-kx and associated streamer-like structures.

An important ingredient in the calculation of the overall saturation and heat flux is

the wavenumber koy, which corresponds to the outer scale of the turbulence. As a measure

for koy, the quantity k̄Q =
∑

ky
Q(ky)/

∑
ky
Q(ky)k

−1
y is plotted in Figure 4 and compared

with the theoretical prediction κ−1/2 of Equation (27). This prediction differs from the

outer-scale estimate of [4], that find k̄φ ∝ κ−1, where k̄φ =
∑

ky
Eφ(ky)/

∑
ky
Eφ(ky)k

−1
y .

We suspect that these two definitions give different results because the spectrum
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Figure 4. Measure of outer scale wavenumber koy.

of electrostatic energy Eφ tends to a constant at low ky and so the factor of k−1y
preferentially weights large scales in the sum

∑
ky
Eφ(ky)k

−1
y , i.e. the lowest available

wavenumber dominates the computation of k̄φ. Thus we conclude that k̄Q is the correct

measure of the dominant wavenumber contributing to heat flux.

7. Spectra

It is noteworthy that detailed knowledge of the energy spectrum is not important for

determining the scaling of bulk properties of the turbulence (W , Q, etc.) with respect

to the system parameters. This is because the integral of a power-law spectrum will

only introduce an overall dimensionless factor, corresponding to the steepness of the

spectrum. Nevertheless, it is interesting that some universal behavior is exhibited, at

least in the regime considered here.

Formally, we define the spectrum of zonal and non-zonal energies as Eφ(kx) =

∆kx
−1|φ̂z(kx)|2 and Ẽφ(kx, ky) = ∆kx

−1∆ky
−1|φ̂(kx, ky)|2, respectively. The spectrum

of zonal energy is predicted immediately by the saturation rule Equation (19), and the

degree to which this is confirmed is established by the second panel of Figure 1. The

dependence γL ∝ ky then implies that Eφ ∝ k−3x for at least some range.

The non-zonal spectrum at ky > koy depends on the saturation process at those

wavenumbers. As we have noted, the balance between injection, nonlinear turnover

by zonal shearing, and linear growth is not uniformly satisfied in k. Furthermore,

there is evidence that zonal shearing only provides a small part of energy transfer
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at inertial-range (small) scales [23]. It is thus possible that an isotropic cascade (in

k⊥) overtakes the zonal-mediated transfer at these scales. However we argue that an

isotropic cascade is not possible around koy because the associated nonlinear turnover

rate is too weak to account for the observed energy injection; if, for example, this rate

was computed according to the FLR corrections of Equation (12), one would obtain

ωiso
NL ≡ ρ2`−4φ̃`/B � γL for ` ∼ 1/koy. The spectral scaling

∫
dkxẼφ ≡ Ẽφ(ky) ∝ k

−7/3
y

[4] seems consistent with our numerical results in the large κ limit, although low-κ

clearly has a steeper spectrum.

8. Discussion

We have presented a model of the saturation process of ITG turbulence, which agrees

with numerical simulations in a detailed and quantitative way. We have made this

description as explicit and physically transparent as possible, and a key part of our

theoretical argument is a set of linearly calculable (primary, secondary, and tertiary)

instabilities. We hope that these features will make it possible to generalize our results

in the future.

Based on our findings, the physical picture of ITG turbulence is as follows. The

saturation of the turbulent state is determined by a cascade process at an outer scale.

The injection of free energy into the turbulence is determined by the linear growth

rate of the ITG mode, and the flux of this energy is carried to high-kx by the shearing

action of ZFs, which we have described as a one-dimensional cascade. The amplitude

of the DWs relative to the ZFs is sensitive to the amount of free energy (relative to the

electrostatic energy) that is entering the cascade, which is a feature of the ITG mode

itself. This energy ratio is a fundamentally kinetic quantity, as it measures the amount of

excitation of velocity-space structure in the distribution function. This property of the

ITG mode can be quantified via the ratio of the temperature and potential fluctuations,

and combined with the saturation rules, and outer scale estimate, yields the observed

scaling of the ion heat flux Q.

Generally, our findings support the paradigm of ZF regulation, and we have shown

that it applies even in the strongly-driven regime. Interestingly, we have seen that the

ZFs are capable of regulating the turbulence, even as their amplitude (relative to DWs)

is diminished. This fact should serve as a warning against using the relative amplitude

of the ZFs as a measure of their strength. Instead the dynamical importance of ZFs

is properly evaluated by comparing the rate of zonal shearing to the rate of energy

injection by linear instability.

One issue that merits further investigation is the nonlinear decay process of the

ZFs. We have cited the tertiary instability of [21] and given an argument for how it

balances with ZF generation process (secondary instability), but a detailed description

that accounts for a range of interacting scales, especially near marginal stability of the

ITG mode, remains an open problem.

As a final point, we should note that our work is clearly only valid when the
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nonlinear decay of ZFs dominates over collisional decay. This is the regime of strong

turbulence, corresponding to sufficiently large temperature gradient, i.e. those above

the nonlinear critical gradient of Dimits [24]. It is not clear what regime is most relevant

for present experiments, but future fusion devices with lower collisionality will exhibit

lower transport in the weakly driven regime (in which ZF decay is collisional) and so the

strong regime should be more accessible. Furthermore, if collisional decay and nonlinear

decay must both be included to model a given experiment, it should prove useful to have

a good understanding of the fully nonlinear regime.
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Appendix A. Properties of the strongly-driven toroidal ITG mode

The term “strongly ballooning” describes an asymptotic limit of the full three-

dimensional ballooning mode calculation, whereby the two conditions are simultaneously

satisfied: (1) the mode is strongly localized at the outboard midplane (location of bad

curvature) and (2) the transit frequency (i.e. the rate associated with ion streaming a

distance equal to the scale of the mode parallel to the magnetic field) is small. Because

these two conditions may appear contradictory, it is useful to show explicitly that they

can be satisfied simultaneously. A demonstration of this has been given in a recent work

[22].

The strongly ballooning limit is essentially the strongly driven limit, which is also

a non-resonant limit. The following local dispersion relation for the toroidal branch of

the ITG mode is valid (J0 = 1):

(1 + τ)
qφ

T0
=

1

n0

∫
d2vh, (A.1)

where
∫
d2v = 2π

∫
v⊥dv⊥v‖. The distribution h is

h =
ω − ω̃∗
ω − ω̃d

qφ

T0
f0, (A.2)

where ω̃∗ = ω̃∗ + ωT
∗ [v

2/vT
2 − 3/2] and ω̃d = ωd[v

2
‖/vT

2 + v2⊥/(2vT
2)]. The strongly

driven limit can be explicitly written as ω̃d � ω � ωT
∗ . Taking also ω∗ � ω, the

solution can be written ω ≈ i
√
ωT
∗ωd/τ . To calculate the perturbed pressure (as it

appears in the heat transport flux) we need only retain the dominant contribution, i.e.

h = −(ωT
∗ [v

2/vT
2 − 3/2]/ω)(qφ/T0)f0, so that
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δT =
1

n0

∫
d2v

mv2

2
h (A.3)

∼ ωT
∗
ω
qφ ∼ iqφ

√
κτ (A.4)

Note that the temperature is π/2 out of phase with the potential, which means it

contributes fully to transport.
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